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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this project is to design, test and verify

advanced laser induced chemical vapor deposition processes

(LI-CVD), specifically for the growth of AIN. In the past

year we have made progress in three areas:

a: Rapid growth of AIN thin films by laser ablation

of AIN powders.

b: Demonstration of an advanced LI-CVD method for

deposition of Al films from trimethylaluminum

(TMAI). This method was designed to be used as the

aluminum atom source in AlN growth, but also has

utility for laser deposition of aluminum

interconnects, an area of current interest..

c: Synthesis and characterization of a number of

stable alkylaluminum-nitrogen containing adducts

for future use in film growth.

A. GROWTH OF AlN THIN FILMS BY LASER ABLATION

We have grown " thin films by laser ablation of

powdered PIN compressed into a pellet. Aiw powder (98%

purity from Strem Chemicals, Inc.) was compressed into

tablets in a die used to prepare powdered samples for IH ___
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-__ analysis. (The die was placed in a hydraulic press and a

small powder tablet, 13 mm in diameter, was pressed.

The tablet was placed in a vacuum chamber and oriented

at 450 or 900 angles to the laser beam, as shown in Figure

Al. Initially, the substrate was placed below the powder

pellet, but for some later runs the substrate was placed

above the pellet. The later orientation minimizes the

spillage of ablated fragments on the substrate. KrF or ArF

laser beams of between 50 and 200 mJ per pulse were softly

focussed onto the AIN powder tablet from a distance of 300

mm. Both the long focal length and the large divergence of

the laser beam result in a relatively soft focal condition.

The laser beams ablate the powder, and we observed a

rapid film growth on substrate material of diverse

composition. Films have been grown cn KBr, supracil quartz

and GaAs substrates. A*

Figure A2 shows the IR spectrum of an AIN thin film

ablated onto a KBr substrate. This is identical with the

reference IR spectrum of AIN [1]. Figure A3 is a UV

spectrum of an AIN thin film sample sputtered onto supracil .
'M

quartz. The peak of the spectrum is at 200 nm or 6.20 eV

[2]. The band absorption extrapolates to zero at about 245

or 5.06 eV. These are compatible with the measured bandgap

of AIN. Note the small peak at 2C0 rm which may be due to

ut
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an impurity peak. The continuous rise of the spectrum from

330 nm is due to diffuse scattering from the sample.

Photomicrographs of a samples grown on GaAs are shown

in Figure A4. The first shows a poor film, which has

incomplete coverage. On this one can see the islands of AIN

on the GaAs substrate. The second film is generally smooth

with an average thickness of 0.45 microns, and a variation

of less than 0.05 microns. Little variation can be seen on

the picture. We believe that most of the small pieces on

the film are ablation ejecta. Orientation of the substrate

above the powder tablet minimizes this problem. It should

be noted that we have grown less than 20 samples at this

time and have not optimized growth r~tes or condition for

production of good films, nor have we yot grown films with

heated substrates, which also might result in more uniform

surface coverage. Figure A5 shows photographs of SEM

pictures of the same sample, at two magnifications.

Figure A6 is an Auger depth profile of a thick sample

grown on GaAs. The film was sputtered for ten minutes

before the Auger profiles were recorded. This was a

relatively thick film of over 1 micron, and there was a

significant problem with charging of the sample, especially

at longer sputtering times. Oxygen content is low

throughout. We note a segregation of carbon on the surface

which decreases rapidly with depth. The carbon is probably

a result of handling or, more likely, of photolysis of



Ficure A4: IoOOx photomicrograph of a poo'r AIN thin firn grown
hy photoablation showing platelets of AIN and the

underlying GaAs substrate.

,iaure %4: 'K thotomicro~raph nf a better \1', 4:ilrn.



:Kigujre A3 E%>I AI .N film grown by pnotoablation. The -,cale is
at the bottom of the photograph

-V' ,71N film at a Hi2htl1" hi~zhpr nagnificitirn. 'Tte

that the sharp features are AIN powder ejecta dnd that

this film is itself fairly smooth.
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carbon containing molecules that diffused from the cell

walls during the experiment. We had previously used the

same cell for experiments on LI-CVD with alkylaluminum

compounds. It is unlikely that carbon contamination would

remain a serious problem because no carbon containing

molecules are involved in the growth process Al and N are

found throughout the sample. The cell can and will be

cleaned by mechanical and chemical methods.

The Auger depth profiles for aluminum and nitrogen

atoms in the film are relative measurements. The Auger

spectrometer has not been calibrated between atomic signals.

At this time, in addition %o growth optimization, thin

film X-ray analysis is being planned. We are setting up a

photoluminescence system for AlN. This requires

photoexcitation at energies greater than 6.2 eV. We will,

use a pulsed 193 nm (6.4 eV) ArF laser with a fast 0.25 m

monochromator/phctomultiplier for dispersed detection and

photon counting electronics for signal acquisition.

Growth rates can be extremely rapid with this method.

One micron thick samples of 0.5 cm2 area can be prepared in

less than 20 minutes, using 10 Hz, 100 mJ pulses. Table I

shows the results of a series of experiments that used 193

nm photoablation. The focus of the laser was about 0,1 cm
2

and the laser was operated at 10 Hz.
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TABLE I

Ablation Film Growth Rates

Laser Energy (mJ/pulse) 10-20 35-45 110

Growth Time (minutes) 50 40 20

Thickness (microns) 0.29 0.44 1.45

We believe that, at a minimum, this method holds

excellent promise for the development of amorphous AlN films

for electronics. These are used as insulating layers, for

heat sinks and for the fabrication of thin film resistors

[3]. We are close to growing good films at room

temperature. In the next year we will investigate whether

conditions exist so that these films can be grown as single

crystals. (W6 do not yet know the degree of organization of

our films).

In the past year two groups have published on growth of

AlN films for semiconductors by laser methods. Li and

Tansey report LI-CVD from mixtures of TMA1 and ammonia at

substrate temperatures of about 200 °C and using a 193 nm

ArF laser [4]. For reasons that are discussed in the

attached preprint, we believe that 193 nm photolysis of TMAl

is an inferior method of producing the aluminum precursor

for growth of AlN. H. Mitsugu has grown AlN films using

excimer laser photolysis of Me2AlH and NH3 [5].
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B. LI-CVD DEPOSITION FROM TRIMETHYLALUMINUM

Attached is a manuscript describing a promising method

for growth of Al films from TMAl using a KrF laser at 248

nm. This includes characterization of the mechanisms of Al

atom production at 248 and 193 nm and a demonstration of the

process. This manuscript will be submitted to the Journal

of Applied Physics shortly.

Briefly, the method is based on our laboratory's

discovery that TMAI dimers do not absorb at 248 nm, while

the monomer does. TMAI is almost completely dimerized at

room temperature and completely monomeric at 130 °C. Thus,

the 248 nm laser will pass unimpeded through the reactor and

only be absorbed by TMAl near the surface of a slightly

heated substrate (100 - 130 °C). Therefore, expensive

photons will only be absorbed where they can effectively

deposit Al atoms on the substrate, and not in the middle of

the cell where they will never encounter the substrate, nor,

in the worst case, near the reactor window where they can

form an obscuring film. Growth of films on reactor windows

is an endemic problem in LI-CVD processes.

Moreover, as the manuscript shows, the photolysis

process at 248 nm is several times more efficient in forming

Al films than photolysis at 193 nm. The molecular basis for

this is discussed in the manuscript.
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This method was originally put forward as the Al atom

source part of our original process design for LI-CVD of

AIN. The work described in the manuscript validates the

mechanism. In the next year growth of AIN will be attempted

by combination of this Al atom source with various N atom

sources and variation of substrate conditions (principally

temperature), However, there is interest in better CVD

methods for growth of Aluminum films for interconnects

[6,7]. We believe that our method has several advantages

over other CVD and LI-CVD methods that have been developed.

C. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF Al-N MOLECULAR

ADDUCTS FOR CVD OF AIN.

The growth of thin films of AIN fur semiconductors is a

goal of much current research work. Part of this effort has

been the development of new sources. In addition, new

aluminum sources are sought for GaAlAs devices and Al film

deposition. One particular part of this effort has been the

testing of adducts formed between X3Al and NY3 molecules.

Synthesis, characterization and growth of several of these

adducts have been reported on in the literature as shown in

Table I.
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TABLE I

Adduct Action Method Ref.

NH3  AICI 3  AIN LICVD 8

Me3N AIH 3  GaAlAs OMCVD 9,10

Al LPCVD 11

Characterization IR,UV TW

Me3N AlIMe 3  Al OMCVD 9,10

Characterization IR,UV TW

Me3N AIMe2H Al OMCVD 10

(1Mp4)N AlMe 2 )2  Al OMCVD 9,10

NH3  AlMe 3

Me3N AlEt 3  10,TW
Low vapor pressure. Easy to dissociate.
Not well suited to CVD.

Me3N AIEt 2H Al OMCVD 10

TW - This work

These adducts are interesting potential precursors for

LI-CVD synthesis of AIN thin films because they have the

proper stoichiometry. Their UV absorptions are red shifted

from the component molecules, into regions accessible to

more efficient lasers. Thermodynamic equilibrium favors the

adduct at room temperatures and slightly above. However,

they do not reduce the amount of carbon inclusion in the

thin films that limits the use of TMAi as an aluminum atom

source for OMCVD.
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We have synthesized trimethylaluminum-ammonia, and

triethylaluminum-trimethylamine and purchased trimethylamine

alane commercially. The triethylaluminum-trimethylamine

adduct has a low vapor pressure, is not useful for CVD [10],

and we were not able to obtain spectra obtained UV and IR

spectra for this molecule.

The trimethylaluminum ammonia adduct is a white powder

that forms on mixing. Figure Cl is the !R spectrum of this

molecule and Figure C2 is the UV spectrum. The structure in

the UV spectrum is from an ammonia impurity. For reference,

Figure C3 is the UV absorption spectrum of TMAl and Figure

C4 shows the UV absorption spectra of a variety of amines,

including ammonia. Figure C5 is the IR spectrum of

trimethylaluminum, and Figure C6 shows the IR spectra of

trimethyl- and triethylamine.

Comparing Figures C3 with C5 and C6, we see that the

room temperature absorption of the adduct extends to longer

wavelength than that of ammonia or TMA1. The absorption at

248 nm should be sufficient for photolysis. Heating tue

adduct to 100 °C resulted in a sharp pressure rise. IR

spectra of the heated adducts showed the presence of

methane, therefore

(CH3)3A1:NH 3  ....> (CH3 )2AlNH 2 + CH4

Irradiation at 193 nm leads to the formation of a white

deposit which we have not further identified.
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Figure C7 shows the IR absorption spectrum of the

trimethylaluminum-alane adduct. Figure C8 is a series of UV

absorption spectra of this adduct at various temperatures

between 20 and 210 °C. The latter temperature is typical of

those used for OMCVD experiments done with these adducts.

Note that the absorption at 248 nm (KrF) and 266 nm

(quadrupled Nd-YAG) increase several fold at 210 OC as

opposed to those at room temperature.
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3. Written publications

* Laser Induced Vanor Deposition from Trimethlaluminum
and its efficiency of deposition

depending on dimer-monomer equilibrium
Authors: Dr. Kanekazu Seki

Dr. Joan M. Frye
Dr. Hideo Okabe
Dr. Joshua B. Halpern

Paper to be submitted to The Journal of Applied Physics.

* Photo ablation of AIN powders for AIN film growth
Authors: Dr. Kanekazu Seki

Dr. Joshua B. Halpern
Dr. Joan M. Frye

Paper in preparation for submission to Applied Physics
Letter.
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6. New discoveries, inventions

1. Photoablative growth of Ablative growth of AIN filds from
AIN powders.
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See text for details.


